


rotation180° Professional 38L

Tripod Suspension Straps Attachment Straps

Top Pocket

Our fl agship pack features an integrated waist pack that rotates out of the lower section to the front 
of the body, allowing full access to your gear. Our rotation technology gives you rapid access to 
your gear in muddy, snowy or dusty conditions without taking the pack off. 

With four tripod carry solutions, top and back panel access, 3 liter reservoir pocket, daisy chains, 
compression straps, a gear sling and optional top pocket; the rotation180° Professional offers 
versatility that no other pack can match. The belt pack, when stowed away, creates a vault that 
keeps your “life essentials” tucked safely away. It can also be worn separately from the pack, 
making the rotation180° Professional two bags in one. 

BACKPACK (including belt pack) 
Dimensions: 57 x 27 x 34 cm
Volume: 58 liters
Weight: 2.5 kg

BELT PACK (only)
Dimensions: 33 x 17.8 x 19 cm
Volume: 8 liters
Weight: 0.8 kg

ACCESSORIES
Included in the rotation 180° Professional Deluxe (SKU: 210)

Professional Photo Insert

KEY FEATURES
• Rotating camera beltpack
• Four ways to carry a tripod
• An optional insert to carry additional photo gear
• Five additional outer pockets for personal gear
• Pocket for a full size hydration reservoir
• Includes rain cover

GEAR PROFILE
Rotating beltpack fi ts a wide array of camera gear, including a gripped DSLR with up to 
a 70-200mm f/2.8 lens attached.

The Professional Gear Insert, available separately or as part of the Professional Deluxe 
version, holds a 70-200mm f/2.8 lens with body attached and several other lenses.







rotation180° Horizon 34L
The Horizon’s rotating beltpack — which can be worn separately for shorter 
outings — has enough room for your camera, 10” tablet, binoculars, maps, 
guidebook, snacks and more. The main pack has extra space for larger 
gear, including clothing, climbing gear, laptop and more. Daisy chains and 
ice ax loops provide additional lash points for even more gear. The Horizon 
truly lives up to its name with a dedicated pocket that fi ts most 3-liter 
reservoirs, allowing for longer, more adventurous trips.

KEY FEATURES
• Rotating beltpack for accessing your trail essentials: camera, 10” tablet, binoculars, maps, 

guidebook, and snacks
• Dedicated zippered hydration compartment fi ts most 3L reservoirs
• 2 bags in 1: removable beltpack can be worn separately for shorter outings

GEAR PROFILE
Standard DSLR with 16-35mm f/2.8 
attached and 24-70mm f/2.8 unattached 
plus a 10” tablet, binoculars, energy bars, 
maps, identifi cation book, etc.

BACKPACK (including beltpack)
Exterior Dimensions:
28 x 62 x 23 cm
Interior Dimensions:
22 x 28 x 18.8 cm

BELTPACK (only)
Exterior Dimensions:
28 x 22 x 17 cm
Interior Dimensions: 
25.5 x 20 x 14 cm

Tahoe Blue

Charcoal



With its patented rotation180° technology, the Panorama provides one-handed, rapid access to 
your essential gear. Stay in the moment with no on-and-off again like regular backpacks. Similar 
to the way hydration reservoirs transformed backpacks a decade ago, the Panorama’s rotation 
technology changes how we use a backpack. Accomodates a 2 liter reservoir.

KEY FEATURES
• Rotation technology allows immediate access 

to your gear without having to take it off or set it 
on the ground

• Lightweight design makes this the perfect 
backpack for a day hike. Its fl exible upper 
section provides plenty of room for a jacket, 
guidebook or lunch

• Optional gear insert, belt mounted fi lter case 
and tripod suspension kit allows for plenty of 
additional equipment

GEAR PROFILE
Standard sized DSLR with 24-70mm f/2.8 
attached OR 16-35mm f/2.8 attached and 
24-70mm f/2.8 unattached, plus a 10” tablet

BACKPACK (including belt pack) 
Dimensions: 
25 x 50 x 21 cm 
Volume: 38 liters
Weight: 1.3 kg

BELT PACK (only)
Dimensions: 
25 x 22 x 13 cm
Volume: 5.5 liters
Weight: 0.4 kg

Tahoe Blue Charcoal  

rotation180° Panorama 22L



MindShift introduces the fastest way to access your gear with the rotation180° Travel Away 
backpack. In one swift motion, the wearer can rotate the concealed beltpack to the front 
for instantaneous and secure access to their camera, passport, guidebook, tablet, or other 
travel essentials. No more stopping to remove a backpack to gain access. Travelers will 
enjoy peace of mind, knowing that their valuable items are securely stowed away and are 
inaccessible to others. The backpack also has dedicated pockets to conceal a 15” laptop 
and 10” tablet, while the beltpack can fi t an 8” tablet.

KEY FEATURES
• Rotating beltpack for accessing travel essentials
• Backpack has dedicated pockets to conceal up to 

a 15” laptop and a 10” tablet
• 2 bags in 1: Removable beltpack can be worn 

separately for traveling light

GEAR PROFILE
Compact digital camera with pancake lens, 15” 
laptop, 10” tablet and travel essentials

BACKPACK (including belt pack) 
Dimensions: 
30 x 51 x 18 cm
Volume: 22 liters
Weight: 1.3 kg

BELT PACK (only)
Dimensions: 
26 x 17 x 5 cm
Volume: 3.5 liters
Weight: 0.3 kg

rotation180° Travel Away® 22L

Twilight Blue Charcoal 

Backpack access reinvented— MindShift’s patented award-winning rotation technology is 
available in this smaller, lighter backpack, the rotation180º Trail. The intuitive functionality of the 
small yet spacious rotation180º Trail keeps the day’s necessities organized. In one swift motion, 
rotate the beltpack component and grab your gear without disrupting your momentum — no on-
and-off again like other backpacks. The pack fi ts a 2-liter hydration reservoir, a light jacket and an 
extra layer, binoculars, compass, trail books, maps and more. For short excursions, the beltpack 
can also be worn separately, making the rotation180° Trail two bags in one. 

Tahoe Blue Charcoal 
 

KEY FEATURES
• Rotating beltpack for accessing your trail 

essentials: compact DSLR or mirrorless camera 
 system, 8” tablet, binoculars, maps, guide book, 
energy bars, food, and more

• Dedicated zippered hydration compartment 
fi ts any 1.5 liter reservoir or a 2 liter  hydration 
reservoir

• 2 bags in 1: Removable beltpack can be worn 
on its own for traveling light

GEAR PROFILE
Mirrorless body with 28–70mm kit lens attached, 
55mm f/1.8 and 8” tablet OR a compact DSLR 
with 18–55mm kit lens attached, 75–300mm and 
8” tablet

BACKPACK (including belt pack) 
Dimensions: 
24 x 54 x 15 cm
Volume: 16 liters
Weight: 1.2 kg

BELT PACK (only)
Dimensions: 
23 x 18 x 13 cm
Volume: 4.5 liters
Weight: 0.4 kg

rotation180° Trail® 16L





UltraLight Backpack Series
MindShift introduces UltraLight, the lightest photo daypack series ever. 
Designed for convenient access to gear and spacious capacity for personal 
items, all accessible without removing the pack. The UltraLight™ Dual 36L 
and 25L feature a removable insert, which can be worn as a shoulder bag 
or beltpack. The UltraLight Sprint camera compartment is integrated into the 
pack and is not removable. However, all three backpacks include a trap door 
that converts the bag to a single-compartment daypack.

FEATURES
• Lightest photo daypack with superior construction
• Side-panel provides access to all of your camera gear without taking the bag off and 

allows you to work out of your bag without getting your harness dirty, wet, muddy or icy
• Removable camera compartment converts to a shoulder bag with included shoulder strap 

or attaches to your belt for access on the go (UltraLight Dual 36 and Dual 25 only)
• Dedicated compartment for laptop, tablet or hydration reservoir

UltraLight Dual 36L
GEAR PROFILE
Standard DSLR attached to 24-70mm f/2.8, 70-200mm 
f/2.8 and a fl ash and a 15” laptop

Backpack Exterior Dimensions: 
28 x 53.5 x 22 cm
Camera Compartment: 
25 x 25 x 16.5 cm
Laptop/Hydration Compartment: 
26.5 x 49 cm
Volume: 36 Liters
Weight: 1.5 kg

UltraLight Dual 25L
GEAR PROFILE
Standard DSLR attached to 24-70mm f/2.8 plus 
70-200mm f/2.8 unattached OR Mirrorless body 
attached to 70-200mm f/2.8 equivalent and a 15” laptop

Backpack Exterior Dimensions: 
26 x 49.5 x 17 cm
Camera Compartment: 
23 x 19 x 13 cm
Laptop/Hydration Compartment: 
26 x 40 cm
Volume: 25 Liters
Weight: 1.3 kg

UltraLight Sprint 16L
GEAR PROFILE
Standard DSLR with 24-70mm f/2.8 attached 
to body OR Mirrorless body with 70-200mm f/4.0 
equivalent attached and a 10” tablet

Backpack Exterior Dimensions: 
25 x 47 x 15 cm
Camera Compartment: 
24 x 14 x 12 cm
Tablet/Hydration Compartment: 
24.5 x 27 cm
Volume: 16 Liters
Weight: 0.9 kg

Black 
Magma

Twilight 
Blue





The SidePath is a lightweight backpack made with superior materials and construction. 
It’s a great grab-and-go bag that can be used for travel, a day trip, or anything in between. 
Rear panel access keeps your gear secure and your harness clean. A roomy zippered 
compartment fi ts a 10” tablet and all the supplies needed for one-day adventure. Interior 
trap door adds versatility by converting a camera bag to an open daypack. Go further 
and faster with something lighter and smaller.

KEY FEATURES
• Rear panel access for a compact camera keeps 

your gear safe when traveling and your harness 
clean when shooting

• Fits a 10” tablet or 1.5L hydration reservoir and 
additional supplies for a day trip

• Lightweight build with superior materials and 
construction

GEAR PROFILE
Mirrorless body with 1–2 standard zoom lenses 
OR DSLR with 1 standard zoom or 2 primes, 
and a 10” tablet

External Dimensions: 
26 x 47 x 15 cm
Camera Compartment: 
24 x 15 x 14 cm
Tablet Slot: 
22 x 25 x 2 cm
Total Volume: 14L
Weight: 0.7 kg (includes rain cover)

SidePath 14L

Charcoal Cardinal Red 

The TrailScape offers a spacious interior, allowing for plenty of photo gear, yet maintains a slim 
and compact profi le. As an outdoor photographer, you always carry extra gear on your adventure, 
so lash points and dedicated compartments for a light jacket or lunch are essential. Laptop 
and tablet slots come in handy when you travel. And the TrailScape is built for comfort with 
a padded shoulder harness for longer hikes.

KEY FEATURES
• Fits a complete camera system including a 

70-200mm f/2.8 attached with hood in 
the shooting position

• Dedicated compartment for a 13” laptop 
and 10” tablet

• Front zippered pocket fi ts 6L of extra gear 
to extend your adventure

GEAR PROFILE
Holds 1 standard DSLR and 4–6 standard zoom 
lenses including a 70-200mm f/2.8 attached 
with hood in the shooting position OR 2 large 
Mirrorless bodies and 5 –7 lenses plus a fl ash, 
and both a 13” laptop and 10” tablet

Exterior Dimension: 
25 x 46 x 18 cm
Interior Dimension: 
24 × 44 × 12 cm
Laptop: 
22.7 x 36 x 3 cm
Tablet: 
21.5 x 25 x 2 cm
Weight: 1.3 kg

TrailScape 18L



KEY FEATURES
• Adjustable torso length fi ts small to large body types
• Robust, comfortable, and contoured harness system with 11 adjustment points
• Sized for domestic or international travel*
• Tablet or laptop fi ts into front pocket 
• Seamless rain cover (included) doubles as a ground cloth

FirstLight 20L  

GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 1 standard-size DSLR and 4–6 standard zoom lenses. 
• Holds 2 large Mirrorless or DSLRs and 5–7 lenses plus a fl ash. 
• Maximum lens size: 200–400mm f/4 attached or 

300 f/2.8 attached. 

Exterior Dimensions: 
29 x 47.5 x 17.8 cm 
Interior Dimensions: 
27.5 x 44.5 x 13.5 cm 
Front Pocket: fi ts up to 15” laptop 
Volume: 20 Liters
Weight: 1.9 kg 

The FirstLight backpacks are designed for traveling outdoor photographers. Built for extended days of 
travel, the pack is carry on compatible, making it easier to get to your destination. Plus, this high capacity 
backpack is comfortable enough for a long day on the trail. The FirstLight’s contoured, 11-point adjustable 
torso harness fi ts most men and women. The pack also offers ballistic nylon bottoms for durability, 
accommodates a hydration reservoir, and has long lens capacity with extra room for your laptop and 
personal gear.

FirstLight Backpack Series

FirstLight 40L 

GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 2 gripped DSLRs with 6–8 standard zoom lenses 

and 1–2 fl ashes. 
• Maximum lens size: 600mm f/4 lens detached or a 500mm 

f/4 attached.

Exterior Dimensions: 
35 x 55 x 22.9 cm 
Interior Dimensions: 
34 x 51 x 18.5 cm 
Front Pocket: fi ts up to 17” laptop 
Volume: 40 Liters
Weight: 2.7 kg 

FirstLight 30L 

GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 1 gripped DSLR and 4–6 standard zoom lenses, 

and 1 fl ash. 
• Maximum lens size: 500mm f/4 lens detached or 

400 f/2.8 attached. 

Exterior Dimensions: 
30.5 x 48.3 x 22 cm 
Interior Dimensions: 
28.5 x 46 x 18 cm 
Front Pocket: fi ts up to 15” laptop 
Volume: 30 Liters
Weight: 2.4 kg 

*Always check with your airline for carry on requirements.





The BackLight 26L, with a rear-panel compartment for photo gear, allows you to access your 
gear without taking off the backpack. You can change lenses or just snap a quick photo by 
simply by spinning the bag to the front of your body while the waist belt is still secured. Rear-
panel access also adds security when traveling since your camera gear is protected behind 
your back.

KEY FEATURES
• Back-panel access provides access to all of your camera gear without taking the bag off, 

allowing you to work out of your bag without getting the harness dirty, wet, muddy or icy
• Dedicated compartments fi t up to a 15” laptop and full-size tablet
• Daypack capacity! Front pockets allow for 9 liters of personal gear for a day’s outing, 

including extra layers, a light jacket, food, etc.

GEAR PROFILE
1 standard-size DSLR and 4-6 standard zoom lenses, OR 2 large mirrorless cameras 
and 5-7 lenses, plus a 15” laptop and a fl ash

Exterior Dimensions: 29 x 51.5 x 20 cm 
Interior Dimensions: 26 x 49 x 15 cm 
Laptop: 25.5 x 38.8 x 2.5 cm 
Tablet: 23.5 x 26 x 1.5 cm 
Volume: 26 Liters
Weight: 1.8 kg 

BackLight 26L

Charcoal Green



Moose Peterson Backpack Series

Moose Peterson MP-1 V2.0
GEAR PROFILE
• 3 gripped DSLRs with lenses attached, 3–5 additional lenses, 

2x teleconverter, 1–2 fl ashes and accessories 
• Maximum lens size: Holds 800mm detached
• Holds 600mm f/4 lens attached to a gripped body

External Dimensions: 
35.5 x 58.4 x 20.3 cm
Large Camera Compartment: 
17.3 x 55. 4 x 17.3 cm
Small Camera Compartments (Each):
15 x 25 x 17 cm
Weight: 1.7–2.3 kg (Lower weight excludes all dividers 
and accessories)

Moose Peterson MP-3 V2.0
GEAR PROFILE
• 3 gripped DSLRs with lenses attached, 1–2 additional lenses 

and 1–2 fl ashes and accessories
• Maximum lens size: Holds 600mm f/4 detached or 500mm f/4 

lens attached to a gripped body

External Dimensions: 
35.5 x 50.8 x 20.3 cm
Large Camera Compartment: 
17.3 x 46 x 17.3 cm
Small Camera Compartments (Each): 
15 x 21.5 x 17.3 cm
Weight: 1.5–2.1 kg (Lower weight excludes all dividers 
and accessories)

Moose Peterson MP-7 V2.0
GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 1 gripped body attached to 70–200mm f/2.8 and 

two ungripped bodies with primes attached, two fl ashes 
and accessories

• Maximum lens size: 200mm f/2 attached to a gripped body 

External Dimensions: 
38.1 x 39.4 x 20.3 cm
Large Camera Compartment: 
13.5 x 35.5 x 16.5 cm
Small Camera Compartments (Each): 
12.5 x 16 x 16.5 cm
Weight: 1.1–1.5 kg (Lower weight excludes all dividers 
and accessories)

Working in partnership with renowned wildlife 
photographer Moose Peterson, MindShift 
designers have updated the original Moose 
Peterson Photopacks. Initially designed 
for wildlife and safari photographers, 
all photographers will fi nd the three-
compartment layout protects their gear from 
the elements. The compartment fl aps are 
built to close automatically, keeping dust 
and particulates out of your bag and away 
from your camera sensor. As a workfl ow 
solution, the layout provides quick access 
to up to three camera bodies with lenses 
attached and at the ready.

KEY FEATURES
• Original 1998 “Moose Ears” design with 

auto-close compartment fl aps protects the 
interior from dust, spray, wind, etc.

• Three compartment system allows you to 
keep lenses attached providing the quickest 
way to access gear

• Tuck-away harness system with removable 
waistbelt easily allows you to streamline 
your bag when loading it in a train, plane 
or automobile (MP-1 & MP-3 only)

• Sized for carry on*, allowing you to get 
the maximum amount of gear on the plane

Moose Peterson MP-7 V2.0 Moose Peterson MP-1 V2.0 Moose Peterson MP-3 V2.0

*Always check with your airline for carry on requirements.



Multi-Mount Holster Series

Multi-Mount 10

GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 1 large (un-gripped) Mirrorless body 

and 1 standard zoom lens or prime
• Holds 1 compact DSLR (Rebel, 3300 or 5300 

series) and 1 lens

Dimensions:
Exterior Dimensions: 21.5 x 18.5 x 16 cm 
Camera Compartment: 17 x 15 x 9.5 cm 
Weight: 0.28 kg
Weight with all straps and rain cover: 0.51 kg

Multi-Mount 20

GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 1 standard-size DSLR (5DM3 or D810) 

and 1 standard zoom lens or 2 primes
• Holds 1 large (un-gripped) Mirrorless body 

and 1 standard zoom lens or 2 primes

Dimensions:
Exterior Dimensions: 26.5 x 21 x 16.5 cm 
Camera Compartment: 21.5 x 18.5 x 11.5 cm 
Weight: 0.33 kg
Weight with all straps and rain cover: 0.55 kg

Multi-Mount 30

GEAR PROFILE
• Holds 1 standard-size DSLR (5DM3 or D810) 

and 1 standard zoom lens
• Front pocket holds SB-910 (Nikon Speedlight); 

600 RT (Canon Speedlite)

Dimensions:
Exterior Dimensions: 34 x 21.5 x 16.5 cm 
Camera Compartment: 28.5 x 18.5 x 11.5 cm 
Weight: 0.37 kg
Weight with all straps and rain cover: 0.60 kg

Multi-Mount 50

GEAR PROFILE 
• Holds 1 gripped Pro DSLR (Nikon D3/D4 

series or Canon 1D/1Ds/1DX series and 
1 standard zoom lens

• Holds 1 standard DSLRs with L-bracket 
(Nikon D800/D700) and 1 standard zoom lens

• Front pocket holds SB-910 (Nikon 
Speedlight); 600 RT (Canon Speedlite)

Dimensions:
Exterior Dimensions: 34 x 21.5 x 22 cm 
Camera Compartment: 28.5 x 18.5 x 16.5 cm 
Weight: 0.42 kg
Weight with all straps and rain cover: 0.67 kg

DESCRIPTION
The Multi-Mount Holster series offers fi ve key mounting 
confi gurations: Shoulder, Front, Chest, Pack and Belt. 
Whether on a quick outing or an overnight trip, this feature-
rich bag is ideal for any outdoor enthusiast requiring reliable 
function and durability. An Elements Barrier™ under the 
zippered lid shields your camera from sand, dust and other 
harsh conditions. The unique Multi-Mount Strap System is 
quickly adjustable and secures the holster in the desired 
position. The system also includes an attachable, stretch-
free neoprene shoulder strap providing next-to-skin comfort 
and versatility.

KEY FEATURES
• Multi-Mount offers diversity with fi ve key mounting 

confi gurations: Shoulder, Chest, Belt, Front Harness, 
Backpack Storage

• Elements Barrier™ under zipper and included 
seam-sealed rain cover block unnecessary elements 
from reaching equipment

• Expandable front pocket for essentials includes organizer 
pocket, two separate loops for memory card holder 
and keys, and double sliders (Speedlight fl ash or tabletop 
tripod on the 30 and 50 sizes)

ACCESSORIES
Includes shoulder strap, belt, and stabilizer strapsMulti-Mount 30 Multi-Mount 10 Multi-Mount 20Multi-Mount 50



Multi-Mount Holster Attachment Positions

Shoulder Belt

Pack

Chest

Storage





Backpack Accessories Sold Separately

Backpack Rain Covers

Panorama/Horizon Photo Insert

Horizon Rain Cover

Panorama Rain Cover

Travel Away Rain Cover

Trail Rain Cover

Safely accommodate extra camera or fi eld testing equipment by placing 
the Photo Insert in the Panorama or Horizon’s top compartment. 
Your extra gear is within easy reach and well protected. The Photo Insert 
includes fi ve removable dividers, providing many confi guration options.
Internal Dimensions:  22.9 x 24 x 14 cm
External Dimensions:  24.1 x 25 x 15.2 cm
Weight: 0.3 kg

Don’t let bad weather catch you by surprise. Safeguard your camera 
equipment with this water-resistant rain cover. Plus, you can rotate 
the beltpack with its own rain cover in place for extra protection. 
Seam-sealed rain covers roll up and stow into a single pouch so 
you’re always prepared.



rotation180° Professional Accessories sold separately

Tripod Suspension Straps

The Tripod Suspension Kit allows hands-free mobility 
and instant accessibility to your tripod. Maintain your 
creative momentum by keeping your tripod and camera on 
your immediately ready by your side. Drastically change 
your workfl ow by eliminating the typical set up and take 
down steps. Custom aluminum hardware attaches the tripod 
to your shoulder harness with a set of easily adjustable 
straps. 
Capacity: Attached tripod weight should not exceed 20 lbs.
Dimensions: 61 cm strap adjustment length,
76 cm overall length
Weight: 0.1 kg

Attachment Straps

These durable nylon webbing attachment straps work with 
the rotation180º Professional to expand capacity and attach 
a range of items to the outside of the pack. Easy to use 
spring clips securely attach to loops conveniently located 
throughout the rotation180° Professional. 

Top Pocket

The Top Pocket attaches to the rotation180° Professional 
backpack and adds about 200 cubic inches (3.23 liters) 
of volume. It is perfect for stowing small items and has 
a built in key hook to securely store your car keys. It can 
also be used to compress and attach bulky items to the 
top of the pack.
Dimensions: Flattened: 25 x 36 cm
Volume: 200 cubic inches (3.23 liters)
Weight: 0.1 kg

Professional Photo Insert

Safely accommodate extra camera or fi eld testing 
equipment, by placing the Photo Insert in the rotation180° 
Professional’s top compartment. Your extra gear  is 
within easy reach and well protected. The Photo Insert 
includes fi ve removable dividers, providing many 
 confi guration options.
Dimensions: 27 x 34 x 19 cm
Weight: 0.3 kg





Ultralight Camera Covers

UltraLight Camera Cover 30 UltraLight Camera Cover 20 UltraLight Camera Cover 10

Gear Profi le: Fits standard size or gripped DSLR 
with attached lens (up to 70-200mm f/2.8) 

Gear Profi le: Fits standard size or gripped DSLR 
with attached lens (up to 24-70mm f/2.8)

Gear Profi le: Fits compact DSLR with attached 
lens  (up to 18-200mm or 70-300mm)

Tahoe Blue Tahoe Blue Tahoe Blue

Black Black Black

This ultra-light, compressible camera cover with 
integrated belt provides protection to the camera from 
dust and moisture, with minimal padding. It stabilizes 
the camera on the chest, waist or over the shoulder 
while active and folds into itself for storage.



Filter Cases

Filter Hive Filter Hive Mini 

Filter Nest Mini Filter Nest

Desigend to keep your fi lters safe, 
organized and easily accessible, 
the Filter Hive is a must for nature 
photographers. A zippered pocket 
keeps small screws in a safe place 
away from the fi lters. The removable 
color-coded accordian stores six, 
4” x 6” (100 x 150mm) fi lters as well 
as six round fi lters up to 82mm in 
diameter.
Dimensions: 20.5 x 13.5 x 10 cm
Weight: 0.3 kg

The Filter Nest is two bags in one. 
Use the padded, zippered pouch to 
protect delicate fi lters from dust and 
scratches in the fi eld, or just use 
the removable insert for compact 
packing. The grab-handle with SR 
buckle enables photographers to 
hang the Filter Nest from a tripod to 
suit workfl ow for rapid fi lter changes 
when speed counts.
Dimensions: 20.5 x 11 x 7.5 cm
Weight: 0.2 kg

The Filter Hive Mini offers quick 
access and protection for those who 
do not need the capacity of larger 
fi lter cases. Color-coded slots provide 
organization for 4 square/rectangular 
fi lters (up to 4 x 6 or 100 x 150 mm).
Dimensions: 18.5 x 11.5 x 4 cm
Weight: 94 g

The Filter Nest Mini offers 
protection for those who do not 
need the capacity of larger fi lter 
cases. The compact case fi ts 4 round 
fi lters (up to 82 mm) including a 
variable ND, and offers color-code 
slots for greater organization.
Dimensions: 10 x 9 x 4 cm
Weight: 71 g



Lens Switch Case / Contact Sheet

Memory Wallets

House of Cards

Contact Sheet

Card-Again Memory Card Wallet

With the Contact Sheet on hand, you’ll always 
have a clean place to set up out on the trail or 
keep the mud and snow off your gear. 
Dimensions: 107 X 152 cm
Weight: 0.14 kg

Keep your Secure Digital (SD) and Compact Flash 
(CF) cards safe, secure, and all in one place. Sized for 
today’s high capacity cards, these compact card wallets 
provide convenient access and organization.

FEATURES:

SD Card-Again
Capacity: Holds 6 SD Cards
Dimensions: 
11 x 6 x 1.2 cm
Weight: 25 g

CF Card-Again
Capacity: Holds 4 CF or XQD Cards
Dimensions: 
11 x 6.3 x 1.3 cm
Weight: 28 g

• Lightweight materials
• Attachment point to tether to a bag or clothing
• Slim design fi ts in your pocket
• Velcro closure easily lets you get to your cards
• Cut-outs in windows allow you to quickly grab your cards

This lightweight memory card wallet offers convenient, 
storage and protection. Offered in our popular Tahoe Blue 
color, you can quickly fi nd and organize 6 CF and 3 SD 
cards. The built in business card holder makes for easy 
identifi cation. Orange colored elastic band offers silent 
access plus wallet security.
Dimensions: 12 x 7 x 1.3 cm
Weight: 45 g

Lens Switch Case

The Switch Case is a lightweight and 
versatile accessory pouch that can be 
carried on the belt of MindShift packs. 
The pouch is perfect for binoculars or 
gloves, and accommodates most lenses 
up to and including the 70-200mm. 
An external zippered pocket holds fi lters, 
hand warmers, energy bars, and other 
small accessories. “Pop down” feature 
expands to an additional 3” of length. 
Retracted: 
18 x 11.5 x 8 cm
Extended: 
26 x 12.5 x 9 cm
Weight: 0.17 kg
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